Local polynomium ts
A common approach to the \ nding values in between" problem is to t polynomia to a number of points surrounding an interval where interpolated values are sought. Depending on how many points one chooses to involve, one ends up with polynomia of orders one (a straight line through two points), two (a parabola through three points), or higher. With a straight line probably considered too unso sticated, and not being able to place an odd number of points symmetrically relative to an interval bounded by two points, one is likely to end up with third, fth, or higher order polynomium ts. This is not a very useful approach, for several reasons:
-High order ts are complicated, and worse... -high order polynomia tend to oscillate, and in any case ...
-even though the function formally is of high order, not even the rst derivative is continuous at the interpolation \knots"
Splines
The desire to have a continuous rst derivative is intimately linked with the subjective idea of \a smooth curve through the points"; a curve can hardly be considered smooth if it suddenly changes direction. A straightforward way to at least obtain continuous rst derivatives is to choose a representation where the derivative is explicitly used as a \known" quantity. The lowest order polynomium which may be used for this is a third order polynomium; with function values and derivatives known at the two interval end points one has four parameters available, enough to uniquely determine a cubic function. are the extra slopes that should be added at the two ends of the linear slope created by the rst two terms.
For reasons that will be revealed in short order, a spline such as this one is called a local spline.
Global splines
The procedure outlined above obviously makes it possible to construct a sequence of curve segments with common function values and derivatives at interval end points (knots). In analogy with a exible ruler used by draftsmen to draw smooth curves, curves such as these are called splines. Since the curve consists of piecewise cubic functions, the spline is called a cubic spline.
Usually, one expects the function values to be given input values for the interpolation, but where do we get the derivatives? One possibility is the following: Suppose we try to arrange things such that not only the rst derivatives but also the second derivatives are continuous at the knot points. The second derivative of f(p) at p = +0 is, by inspection of Eq. 41, 
By analogy, and with obvious notation, 
Requiring these two values to be equal, we obtain 
Thus, provided we supply some suitable conditions at the rst and last interval, requiring continuity of the second derivative is su cient to determine values of the rst derivative. 
Local splines
The non-local cubic spline indirectly couples all points together through the tridiagonal coupling of any three neighboring points. This is not always desirable. Sometimes one desires interpolations which are strictly local; no distant point may be allowed to alter the local functional representation. One example of this is when a physical system is being represented where the causal connections simple do not allow for such \actions at a distance".
One may then fall back on local splines, which by de nition only depend on the parameters at the end points of each interval. A method must be supplied for specifying the derivatives, of course. This may be an explicitly local expression, such as
(51) Note that we are all the time assuming x = 1, to avoid confusing the issue with factors of x ?1 . The expression generalize in obvious ways to other, possibly varying x k . Another possibility is for the derivatives to be independent parts of the functional representation, controlled by some equation | possibly an evolutionary equation if the function is representing an evolving physical system.
Interpolation in two dimensions
The concept of splines generalizes to two dimensions; a smooth surface is determined by function values and derivatives at the four corners of a small square. The actual expressions involve a fair number of terms and factors, but in a symmetric way which makes it straightforward although somewhat laborious to write out the terms.
A function of two variables which is third order in both variables obviously needs 16 parameters (since one variable requires 4). This requires 4 parameters in each corner of the square; the function values, the derivatives along the edges, and a second order cross derivative.
A slightly simpler representation, which we use here, is to use three parameters per corner; the function value and the two derivatives. The required expression is:
f(x; y) = q y q x (f ia;ja + p x q x g ia;ja + p y q y h ia;ja ) + Note the symmetries and antisymmetries of the formulae. The g's and the h's are the \net" partial derivatives along the edges, over and above the straight lines joining the edge values.
Reference material
Read the routines in Lookup.f90 carefully, and make sure you understand what is done (and why). Look up things you do not understand (in your Fortran book or the Sun manual); e.g. the handling of input from the terminal with read (..., err=.., eof=..) and the format part of the write commands. Also, browse the chapter on interpolation in Numerical Recipes. This chapter is not as excellent as some of the others, in particular the routines suggested for 2-D interpolation are much too slow. Try to estimate how many multiplications are needed per point in the routines listed in the book, and compare to Eq. 52. Figure 4 .2 shows examples of spline ts through a few widely varying points (for smoother functions it would be hard to see any di erence). Note the larger kinks near the ends for the the spline with continuous third derivative at points x = 2 and x = 10, relative to the natural spline (which has vanishing second derivative at x = 1 and x = 11). Also note that the spline with local derivatives has less kinks all over, and the monotonic spline, which has special constraints that prevent kinks altogether.
Examples and Exercises
These examples illustrate that the choice of method depends on circumstances. The global splines are suitable for smooth functions which allow high order tting, while the local and / or monotonic splines provide better representations for functions with lots of local behavior. direction are retained. This is obviously more crude, but also a lot faster, so if speed is more important than precision, this may be a good alternative.
IDL: play with splines
The IDL routine splines plots a spline through a small number of points, and allows you to move the points by dragging them with the mouse. The plot is updated in real time. You have the option to choose from several types of splines, by clicking in the header area above the plot. Play with these to get a feeling for the various types of splines. There is also a splines2d procedure, which illustrates two-dimensional interpolation (cf. Fig. 4.3 ).
Problem: Lookup table
This is the rst exercise where you are expected to write you own Fortran subroutine \from scratch". To compensate for your varying level of quali cations, you have the possibility to \steal" from an existing IDL routine which solves the same problem. You maximize the bene t from this exercise by stealing just enough to carry through the exercise in a reasonable time. If you steal too greedily, you save clock time, but waste your own time. The assumption behind this problem is a common situation in computational physics: Some physical quantity is expensive to calculate, but is needed again and again for values over a limited interval of input parameters. This is where a lookup table may save the day. The expensive method is used to tabulate the quantity with a nite resolution, chosen ne enough for an interpolation to return accurate values (with whatever criterion on \accurate" that applies to the physical situation).
The example at hand is an even better equation of state than the one used in the previous section. Values for the mean molecular weight of a plasma might be supplied by an incredibly slow subroutine, which might take account of dozens of atoms and scores of molecules. Your task is to write a subroutine which, given a pair of temperature and pressure points, returns the required value of , to a speci ed accuracy (but not much more). This requires a smooth interpolation in two variables, of the type discussed above.
Write a Fortran function spl2d.f90 which implements Eq. 52, either by translating the IDL routine spl2d.pro, or from scratch. Look for the call to spl2d in the le Lookup.f90 to see what arguments the function is called with. Use the main program Lookup.f90 to test the routine, and determine what resolution is needed for 0.1 % accuracy in the table lookup. Run the compilation and testing on the host ursa with the Solaris-2 debugger (UNIX command debugger), started from an X-login window, or with Lookup.dbx (assumes you logged on to ursa with the X-terminal).
-Note that you must have written and saved the le spl2d.f90 before attempting to start Lookup.dbx.
The main program estimates the accuracy by successively halving the intervals, and looking at the error in the middle of each square. Halving both the x and y intervals at the same time assumes that the function is about as di cult in one direction as the other. Should you have time over after writing the subroutine spl2d.f90 (not likely :-), think of ways to take advantage of one direction being \easier" than the other.
UNIX
It is time to reveal some of what has been going on behind your back during the rst several exercises, and discuss the basic mechanisms for running UNIX command and X applications on remote computers. Since this a course in Computer Physics, and not a course in UNIX (enough there for more than a semester :-), only a bare minimum of UNIX and X witchery is discussed. Hints are given to the more adventurous as to how they can nd out more for themselves.
4.7.1 Command windows UNIX commands are typed in commandtool, shelltool or xterm windows.
These tools perform basically the same function; they emulate a \stupid terminal" which accepts UNIX commands and displays command responses (if any). One noticeable di erence between them is that the commandtool and xterm windows support scrolling and thus allow you to review earlier commands and command responses.
Note that you may turn a shelltool into a commandtool and vice versa by turning on / o scrolling (last item in the window menu). You may ask; then why use the shelltool at all? The answer is that the shelltool has slightly better support for input line editing; with shelltool and xterm, you may use the arrow keys to recall and edit earlier commands.
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You may use \cut and paste" to patch together new commands from earlier commands (and other text). The command tool and shelltool windows are SUN applications, and the functionality is the same as with all other text handling windows (text panes).
The xterm window has mechanisms for scrolling and cut and paste that do not conform to OpenWindows standards. This \bug" is actually the main advantage with the xterm window; you will nd xterm on any workstation running X.
The scrolling mechanisms of xterm windows works like this: Clicking the left or right mouse button on the scroll bar scrolls the window one page forwards or backwards. The middle mouse button may be used to \drag" the grey symbol in the scrollbar (representing the page) up / down, resulting in the corresponding scroll of the window.
In the text pane (window), the left mouse button marks the start of a selection, the right mouse button marks the end, and the middle mouse button copies the selection to the input line. \Dragging" the left mouse button results in selection of the text being dragged over. Combined, these are quite e cient mechanisms for input line editing.
Various aspects of an xterm window may be changed from three window menus which are displayed by holding the CTRL key down together with any of the three mouse buttons.
Shells
The three types of command windows (as well as the other end of your modem connection when you login from home) run a command interpreter. Traditionally, these UNIX command interpreters are nicknamed shells (because they function as \shells" around the more basic aspects of the operating system; executable les, libraries and the program that controls the whole system { the kernel).
The most common shells are csh (the C-shell), and its enhancement tcsh, which is the login shell for most users here (tcsh is a C-shell enhanced with input line editing and much more { a hypertext manual is available in Netscape). Another shell that supports input line editing is ksh (the Korn shell), which is an enhancement of sh (the Bourne shell). The Bourne shell is hardly used for actual command input, but is often used in scripts, which are executable les consisting of shell commands. All shells support a number of control structures (if, while, foreach, case, etc.), that are useful in scripts but are seldom used with typed command input.
There are literally hundreds of UNIX commands. Do not even for a moment consider obtaining a list of them to attempt to learn UNIX \from a to z"; this is not doable (although it might be interesting to browse at random from time to time). Rather, one starts with (and possible continues forever :-) with just a few (few 20 :-) commands.
When you start a commandtool (or any other application) from the work space menu, initially it runs in your home directory (/home/NN). Most likely, you need to work in a subdirectory | one of the folders visible in the le manager. To change directory, you use the cd command. To nd out which directory you are in (or rather the window is in :-), use the command pwd.
Since it's always nice to know where one is, the cd command has been changed a bit for you, so that the last part of the name of the current directory is shown as part of the command prompt. The rst part of the prompt is the machine name.
The \replacement" cd command is actually an alias, made with an alias command in one of the start-up les (the hidden le .cshrc in your home directory) 12 . This alias command is true UNIX witchery, and you should not worry too much about understanding it. Part of the magic lies in a call to the hostname command, which tells you the name of the machine your window is running on. A more simple use of the alias command is to use h as an alias for history, a command that gives you a list of your most recent input commands.
A new directory is made with mkdir DirectoryName. A listing of the les in the current directory is obtained with the ls command (ls -l for a \long" listing). Files are copied with the cp command (cp fromfile tofile or cp fromfiles todirectory), and moved with the mv command (same syntax but directories as well as les may be moved; e.g. mv fromdir todir). Files are removed (deleted) with the rm command, which is totally unforgiving | no wastebasket, no backup versions, nothing remains. To avoid mistakes, it is common to have an alias for rm that forces a con rmation before the removal 13 . These basic functions, as well as most other things discussed here, can of course be done with the le manager (e.g., mkdir is New Folder from the le manager control panel menu). However, one of the purposes of this Section is to give you enough working knowledge to be able to manage without the le manager. A SUN workstation may not be available at your home institute, you may need to work in a window on a remote computer, or you may want to work over a modem from your PC, for example.
You may also run applications from the command windows; e.g. IDL (idl), Mathematica (math), the Fortran compiler (f90), the debugger (dbx or debugger), or make (more about make later). Documentation for UNIX commands is available on-line, with the man (or 12 To see these hidden les in the le manager, nd the suitable button to press under Edit -> Preferences -> menu button: Current folder in the le manager 13 The le /usr/local/common/.alias contains the local default aliases. You may look there for ideas and examples on the use of alias. xman) command; e.g. man ls.
Sometimes, the problem is not so much obtaining the documentation for a given command, but rather nding out if a command is available for a given task. The one task you cannot search for with this command is the command itself; apropos (\man -k" in some UNIX dialects), which you will have to remember or write down in your diary :-). Try searching for all commands having to do with time: apropos time. 4 The X window system lets you run a process on a remote computer, with display on your local X-terminal. In fact, this is already happening every time you login; the server (ursa) is \remote" from the X-terminal point of view. Things are setup so you don't notice, however; it is as if the X-terminal is just a display on the local machine.
When you want to run on another computer, the mechanism becomes more obvious, and you need to understand the basics:
You need to tell the machine with the process (the remote machine) where the display is. This is done by setting the environment variable DISPLAY. remote> setenv DISPLAY x7.astro.ku.dk:0 if you are on x7. You are using the full internet address here, but if the machine is local (within .astro.ku.dk), it knows your terminal as just x7, so this works: remote> setenv DISPLAY x7:0 You need to tell the X-server program in your X-terminal that the remote machine is allowed to do things on your display. This is done by giving the xhost command in a window which is already connected to the display; e.g., a local commandtool window.
